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The President’s Note
It is October and this year I have been to the least number of cruises in ages. I have been watching the local
cruise scene for anything. The few cruises that did occur were mostly spur of the moment. The first one I
attended in Clarion, PA I learned about from a member of the Knight Cruisers Car Club. I was at an auction
where I met the club treasurer. We were there bidding on the same item (a car, which by the way, neither
one of us won). That is where I learned of the cruise at the airport. Turns out that most of their cruises had
been canceled. But the annual airport cruise offered sufficient space to allow for social distancing. Even
though it was 60 miles from home, it provided me with the opportunity to see vintage vehicles which I had
never seen before. In fact, I had never seen any of them before. What a great day.
I was working around the house in early September. Barb came home from shopping and mentioned that
there was a cruise at the local Buick/GMC dealership. How did I miss that one? It was only 2 miles from
home. Needless to say I dropped everything and headed up the road. No time to get one of my cars out. The
place was packed. Perhaps 300 + cars. I was one of the few wearing a mask. Therefore, my plan was to see
as much as possible and get out. I was almost done when I ran across a beautiful DeSoto wagon that I had
never seen before. That one wagon made the trip worthwhile. You’ll have to wait until the next newsletter
to see it.
The third cruise I attended was somewhat of my own making. A neighbor who is a fellow car buff and I
have been talking about the possibility of having a cruise in the public park in Renfrew. The weather looked
good for a Sunday in late September. His son jumped on the local cruise idea and posted it on social media
2 days ahead. Success! The town of Renfrew had its first ever car cruise. For such a short notice, we had a
turnout of about 20 cars. Station wagons? Yes there were three, one Ford, one Mercury and one Chevy.
Again, you’ll have to wait until the next newsletter to see photos.
So that was my summer cruise calendar. Hope your summer was better. Let me know what you did this
past cruise season. If you send me some photos and text, I will put together a “What I Did Last Summer”
article.

New Members:
Dennis Lawrence

Port Penn, Delaware

Welcome to the club. Hope to see you at a future show.
Chuck Snyder
President ISWC

No wagons listed at this time

So … What is Your Wagon Worth?
Chuck Snyder
I can’t tell you how many times I have been asked … what is my wagon worth? In most cases I
have never seen the wagon. Add to that the fact that most owners likely feel that their wagon is in
much better condition than it really is. So how do you determine the condition? I have a preference
for the scale as described in Old Cars Weekly Price Guides. The Standard Catalog of Cadillacs
uses a similar scale. I am sure if we were to look at other clubs, we would find them all to be quite
similar. I have used the Old Cars Guide a number of times to help a member determine the value
of their wagon. Let’s take a look at what they have to say. Old Cars uses a 6 level scale. This is
only a brief description. You will have to buy the Price Guides to learn more.
#1 Excellent – Restored to the max. Trailer queens, which are never driven
#2 Fine – Well restored or a combination of superior restoration and excellent original.
#3 Very good – Completely operable original or older restoration.
#4 Good – Drivable vehicle needing no or only minor work to be functional.
#5 Restorable – Needs complete restoration of body, chassis and interior. May or may not run.
#6 Parts car – May or may not run. Weathered, wrecked or stripped.
Some clubs have 2 additional classes, the 100 point car at the top of the list and the bottom of the
barrel …. Scrap Only.
When determining the values of vintage wagons, it is necessary to actively follow sales, knowing
the condition of the vehicle and its selling price. Auctions provide an enormous amount of useful
information. When we add all the sale prices, we can now create average prices. Do all the wagons
sell for the “average” price? NO! Not a chance. If you want an outrageous price and someone
wants that wagon, you can throw the averages out the window. (Supply and Demand)
Although, the number of wagons for sale is still relatively small in comparison to other
antiques/classics, the number is increasing. Member Gregg Merksamer likes to keep me informed
as to activity he is seeing in the wagon market. I have to marvel at some of the prices. Many are
high enough to scare me off. Where did they come from? (Certainly not Olds Cars Price Guide.)
Supply and demand again? I think the printed prices are only a starting point for negotiating.
Watch American Pickers for great examples of price negotiating.
Let’s get back to the value of station wagons. I attend very few auctions, but I do watch auction
prices in Old Cars Weekly and Hemmings. Here are a few examples of the selling price of wagons.
During July, Ted Sobek and I attended the Central PA Auto Auction’s Annual Antique and Classic
Car Auction. There was a very nice 1950 Plymouth Suburban wagon on the block. After

examination, I referred back to the Price
Guide in my pocket. I ranked it as a #3. It
started and ran well. From a distance the
paint looked great. When you got up close,
you could see it was showing its age
(cracking) and there were some dents
needing attention. Getting back to the price
guide, I expected this one to go between
$10,000 and $15,000. Final selling price
… $30,000. Supply and demand. There
were other wagons available at the auction,
but they were being auctioned the
following day. Since I attend very few auto
auctions I like Old Cars auction reports. Recently I have begun to follow Hemmings Auctions on
the internet. Not only do they provide the selling price, there is an extensive description of the
vehicle and plenty of photos. The following are examples from the Hemmings site.

1933 Model 40 Ford Woodie. Noted that it
was tastefully rodded. This one has a 302
V8 and is located in the state of
Washington. This one was a “no sale”
vehicle. Not all cars sell on Hemmings
auctions site. The seller can place a reserve
price on the car, which is a minimum price
that they are willing to accept. Final bid $47,000 – reserve not met!

1936 Ford Woodie street rod. 302 V8,
A/C, PS, PW, PB. Wood in excellent
condition. Located in Pennsylvania. Sold
for $38,850. Perhaps the styling makes this
one a bit less attractive to buyers than the
’33 since it sold for less than the final bid
on the ’33?

1948 Oldsmobile 68 woodie. Another
Washington wagon, it sold for $39,000. It
was one of only 2707 wagons built by Olds
in 1948. The front doors from that period
(all GM) must have been an engineering
nightmare with the rear section of the
fender extending into the front door.

1948 Packard Standard Eight Station
Sedan. Although, it is an older restoration,
the $43,050 selling price was a bit of a
surprise for this Tennessee Woodie wagon.
The Packard wagons are a rare breed and
typically bring much higher prices.

1953 Chevrolet 210, powered by a 235
straight six with “three on the tree” and
power steering. The 210 typically came
with the Thrift King six, which produced
108HP. This one is marked as having a
Blue Flame six. The teal green and cream
color combo is accented with red wheels
and wide white walls. The hood ornament

is gone as is the rear bumper. This mild
custom from Massachusetts sold for
$23,100.
1957 Chevrolet 150 Handyman. With a
383 under the hood, this Handyman
restomod from Colorado sold for $38,850.

Yet another ’57 Chevy Handyman, but this
time it is a 210. Another restomod (out
ward
appearance
unchanged,
but
propulsion, suspension, etc. updated). The
Utah 210 has the 6.0 LS Chevy engine.
Selling price - $30,975.

One last ’57 Chevrolet. This time a BelAir
Nomad. Noted for the forward leaning B
pillar, the Nomad can’t be mistaken for the
lesser Handyman series. This comes with a
283 attached to a two speed Powerglide
automatic transmission. The Matador red
Nomad from Mississippi sold for $47,775.
Nomads typically bring a higher price than
the Handyman.

This 1958 Chevy Nomad comes with a
283. Not well known is the fact that the
Nomad name continued in the Chevy lineup for some time after the more famous Tri
Five Nomads. This was the first year for a
four door Nomad, making it rather rare.
Selling price for the New Jersey wagon $15,750.

AMC Pacer anyone? This 1975 has been
completely restored. Although, the
restoration was completed in 2004, the
Massachusetts Pacer still looks sharp. It
has the standard 232 in line six with a
manual 3 speed. Hard to imagine a Pacer
“Fish Bowl” selling for $30,975.You can
apply one of the scoring guides, but
remember, low mileage and rarity go a
long way to bumping the price up.

Another AMC product. This is a wagon I
can afford at $11,288. From Colorado, this
1976 Hornet Sportabout D/L (Distinctive
and Luxurious) is all original with only
36,000 miles. Be sure to consider options
when looking at a sale price. The more, the
merrier.

One final AMC. The 1976 AMC Pacer has
a newly completed restoration with some
mild custom work added to the grille area.
The Dark Red Pearl color is not original.
All mechanicals have been rebuilt. At the
time of sale it had 46,623 miles on the
odometer. Selling price $25,026.
Another Massachusetts car.

The 1979 Mercedes Benz 300TD was sold
with no reserve. With 195,000 miles, the
owner presented the Touring Diesel as a
parts runner, station car or project car. This
Texas wagon sold for a mere $1,500. From
the description I might call it a 4 on the
rating scale.

1992 VW Passat CLG60 from Georgia.
Never imported to the US the car was
originally purchased in Canada. Although,
it has 169,000 miles it led most of its life
in Vancouver, BC. A nice car with supercharged engine, manual transmission and
all-wheel drive. Sold with no reserve, it
brought $4,300.

1996 Chevy Caprice Classic with a 5.7L
LT1. Only 485 were built for the last year
of this particular model, a body on frame
rear wheel drive. With 108,000 miles this
Texas car brought $8,500 at auction.

This 1954 Ford Crestline Ranch Wagon
hails from a dealership in Colorado. The
V-8 power comes from the first year
overhead valve Y-block 239, which is
connected to a 3 speed manual
transmission with a column shift. The
reserve price was met and the Crestline
sold for $11,288.

The 1921 Ford Depot Hack from Colorado
(the original Station Wagon) is powered by
a 4 cylinder 177 CID flathead producing 20
hp. The compression ratio was a mere 3.98
to 1. The planetary transmission has 2
forward and one reverse speed. The
wooden body was Amish crafted from oak.
Selling price $21,000.

These are just a few examples of relatively stock wagons that have gone through the Hemming’s
Auction site. Custom wagons are a bit more difficult to price since they do not conform to standards
which can be easily quantified. As with other vehicles, mileage and options can add to the price.
The selling location of these wagons has been included to provide a reference. These wagons are
not located at the Hemming’s site. Therefore any purchase must take into consideration the cost of
relocating the wagon from its present home to your home. If you have never done that before, an
insured shipping cost of $1,000 or more would not be out of the question.

What Will Your Next Wagon Be?
Chuck Snyder (With some help from Gregg Merksamer)
As we all know, new wagons are few and far between, with most of them coming from European
manufacturers. In today’s market, electric vehicles are becoming more common. Why not put the
two together? Porsche is preparing to launch their all electric Taycan Cross Turismo wagon in late
2021. Construction of the E Cross Turismo was originally slated to begin in September of 2020,
but due to the pandemic it has been moved into early 2021.
The Taycon is Porsche’s first all-electric sedan and is billed as the electric equivalent of the 911
sports car. E’s position in the line-up will be that of a more rugged wagon offering. Performance
of the Taycon may come in several levels ranging from 522 to 616 horsepower with 750 hp
available in short spurts. Performance is expected to be 0 to 60 in 2.6 seconds. Equally impressive
is 0 to 124 mph in just 10.6 seconds. But how repeatable are these numbers? Accelerating in rapid
succession at maximum rate is not to be expected with electric vehicles without overheating or
reduced performance. Porsche has used these driving parameters in the design of the Taycon.
Performance tests accelerating from 0-124 mph 26 times in a row, result in a time degradation
between the first and last runs of 0.8 seconds. Top speed … a bit over 160 mph.
Maximum
charging
capacity of 225 kw
(kilowatts) on models with
the Porsche 79.2 kwh
(kilowatt-hour)
Performance Battery and
270 kw for models using
the 93.4 kwh Performance
Battery Option. The model
4S is rated 203 miles by the
EPA with the 93.4 kwh
battery, while the Taycon
Turbo is rated 201 miles
Protoype Photo by Motor1
with the same battery option. Charging time at 270 kw is 80% in 22.5 minutes. Charging from a
lower power home system results in a 100% charge in 9 hours.
The Taycon is driven by 2 electric motors, one on the front and one on the rear axle. Unlike other
EV’s (electric vehicles), which use AC induction motors, the Taycan employs liquid-cooled
permanently excited synchronous motors (PSM) that are smaller, lighter, and more efficient than
the induction motors. Use of the PSM motors provides the high performance typical of a Porsche.
Porsche also claims that the modules have the highest power of all the electric powertrains offered

for sale today. Battery life? Expect about 2000 high depth charging cycles before the batteries
begin to lose their utility.
Weight is expected to be 4397 pounds. Storage space 16 to 17 cubic feet. The interior of the Taycan
provides the driver with a curved 16.8-inch screen – configurable based on personal preference
and drive mode – with “analog” round dials and a “Power Meter”. Another 10.9 inch highresolution screen displays info/entertainment information. A third 8.4-inch display resides between
the two front passengers and is used to control the multi-zone air conditioning systems and input
written commands. Occupants may also choose spoken commands. “Hey Porsche” activates the
voice assistant.
Although, the test vehicles are running with camouflage, some of them appear to have roof rails.
Also seen on test units are fake exhausts, which show how much Porsche wants you to believe
you’re looking at a traditional vehicle verses an EV. Production of Porsche electric vehicles is
taking place at a new facility within the main plant at Zuffenhausen, Germany. How much can you
expect to pay for the first mass marketed all electric wagon? Prices should be in the $100,000 to
$150,000 range.
Although, quite rare, you
do have an option when it
comes to EV wagons.
There
are
companies
converting the Tesla Mosel
S into station wagons (or
shooting brakes if you are
in Europe). Remetz Car,
a Dutch car conversion
company, is doing just that.
They were commissioned
by Dutch collector Floris de
Raadt to transform his
Photo by Electrek
Model S sedan into a shooting brake. Adding to the appearance of the vehicles extensive chrome
trim has been placed around the windows. A unique color was developed for this one off model.
Green metallic with a twist of gold, give this Tesla SB a unique appearance. Since it is a one off
model you may have a bit of trouble purchasing this one from the private owner.
Qwest located in Norfolk, UK is another coach builder using the Tesla Model S as a base for
station wagon conversions. The cost is $84,000 for the conversion. That is in addition to the initial
cost of the Tesla. Are you ready to buy?

HAULIN’ HISTORY
By Eric Josephson, ISWC Historian
Fall 2020
New Dimensions: General Motors’ 1977-1990 Full-Size
Wagons
The 1970s was an extremely trying time for American automakers.
Mandates from Washington imposed anti-pollution regulations,
higher standards for bumper protection and seat belt interlocks among other measures. And then there was
the ultimate challenge: the OPEC oil embargo of 1973-74, which made fuel economy the utmost concern
for car buyers and moved Washington to impose a national 55-mph speed limit. Detroit’s largest cars—
which were as big as they would ever be—suffered for it the most. Although it was a bum rap—we backed
Israel in the Yom Kippur war that preceded it and OPEC acted out of revenge—this single event would
forever alter how the Motor City would operate and how Americans would drive.
With rare exceptions, the trend for decades had been for longer, lower, wider and heavier cars. Indeed,
that’s the way many drivers liked them. But by the early 1970s, some experts had warned of the possibility
of gasoline shortages, though it’s unlikely anyone could have foreseen the embargo. General Motors would
fully commit itself to reversing that trend, resolving to end the waste, and to lead the way before anyone
else did.
This new order of business came to be known as “downsizing”, and it began with the 1977 model year,
when full-size GM wagons emerged up to a foot shorter in length and wheelbase (all models now at 115.9
inches), four inches narrower, and 1,000 pounds lighter, with more angular profiles and considerably less
overhang, yet with more passenger room than their massive 1976 counterparts. Some cargo capacity was
sacrificed, but at just over 87 cubic feet it was still sufficient for most people, and you could still load a
4X8 sheet of plywood flat on the floor. Ironically, this had the effect of giving them dimensions roughly
similar to the concurrent GM mid-size wagons, and the new models were actually a tad lighter! This
development was only temporary, of course, as GM was preparing to shrink its intermediates for 1978, and
other GM products would follow thereafter. The move was commonly seen as a reaction to the oil embargo,
but was actually decided upon before it occurred. It was a very thorough mission, as GM engineers
painstakingly took every measure to remove weight from any component they could: doors, body panels,
frames, seats, insulation, bumpers, gas tanks, you name it. There was some added simplicity, too, as the
“Glide-Away” clamshell tailgate of the previous models was discarded in favor of a three-way tailgate in
the style pioneered by Ford. GM had already observed Ford’s success with the slimmed-down 1974
Mustang II and was encouraged by its own happy experience in introducing a small Cadillac, the 1976
Seville, and it was all the better to meet the forthcoming Corporate Average Fuel Economy standards to
take effect in 1978. Now it was full steam ahead.
Still, there was a tremendous amount of inherent risk involved. Considering that these models represented
a significant chunk of GM’s business and were its greatest profit generators, and that big car sales had
already begun rebounding after gas supplies returned to normal, this move was a major gamble that carried
a lot of weight. Ford, meanwhile, was sticking to its guns, still peddling the same old giants it had been
building for years, and it stood to gain markedly at GM’s expense if this endeavor failed. In fact, one
particular Ford ad in 1977 countered the downsized Chevy wagons by asking buyers, “If your family is
growing bigger, why buy a wagon that’s growing smaller?” As it turned out, GM needn’t have worried, as
the new standards met with amazing public acceptance.

This was also one of the last great highlights in the illustrious career of Bill Mitchell, GM’s head of styling
for two decades, who reached mandatory retirement age in 1977. “Regardless of the energy thing,” Mitchell
was quoted as saying in The Complete History of General Motors: 1908-1986, “we were due to dehydrate
our cars. They were too overstuffed. Too inefficient. Too much sheetmetal for the people.” Quite frankly,
Chevrolet’s slogan for the new models seemed to accurately sum up what the public must have been
thinking: “Now that’s more like it!”
The fully revised 1977 Caprice Classic and
Impala were collectively titled “The New
Chevrolet”. The Impala grille was an eight-bythree rectangular grid with the Chevy bowtie
emblem in the center. Elongated parking lamps
were set beneath the quad rectangular
headlamps, which all full-size GM cars now
had, the Impala for the first time. The Caprice
came with a fancier tight grid type grille, a
1977 Chevrolet Caprice Classic and Impala Wagons
stand-up hood ornament and parking lamps at
the fender edges; it was available without woodgrain for the first time, as the Estate trim was turned into an
option package, and could now get two-tone paint. On both series, the grille pattern was repeated within a
central slot in the bumper, and the wraparound rectangular taillights were divided into three horizontal
sections, the middle one enclosing the backup lamps. The instrument panel held a rectangular speedometer
now with an 85-mph top end (versus 100 previously), with the shift quadrant in a separate strip below and
round dials to either side containing the fuel gauge and warning lamps. The Caprice came standard with an
electric clock and could also get all round gauges. V-8s were still the rule for all full-size Chevy haulers,
but instead of a 400 and a 454 as in 1976, you now decided between a standard 305 (5.0-liter) or an optional
350 (5.7-liter), which provided 145 and 170 horsepower, respectively. Motor Trend magazine named the
New Chevrolet line its 1977 “Car of the Year”, praising their “understated elegance” and declaring them
“the most value you can get for your dollar”. The public affirmed their choice by buying 121,932 New
Chevrolet haulers, versus 72,819 of the ’76s, and contributing to Chevy’s second-best model year total ever,
2,543,153 cars, only about 36,000 shy of its 1973 record.
“The most exciting news since Wide-Track” is
how Pontiac introduced its new full-size ’77s.
Its haulin’ entries were the Catalina Safari and
Grand Safari, the latter based on the top-line
Bonneville series. The Catalina Safari grille
consisted of two large horizontal slots with
fine horizontal elements to either side of the
Pontiac arrowhead emblem, while that of the
Grand Safari had five vertical sections filled in
with vertical rectangular mesh on each side of
the emblem, plus framed woodgrain panels on
the bodysides and tailgate. Common to both
series was a front bumper holding horizontal
1977 Pontiac Catalina Safari
cutouts and rectangular parking lamps, wraparound rectangular taillights with five horizontal dividers and integrated square backup lamps. The
instrument cluster consisted of two rectangular enclosures for the speedometer and gauges with a smaller
one above the steering column for the clock. Radial Tuned Suspension was standard on all big Pontiacs,
and the Grand Safari could be furnished with a 60/40 Morrokide front seat. Pontiac’s own 301-cid (4.9liter) V-8, rated at 135 horsepower, was standard; 350- and 400-cid V-8s were also available (except a 403cid Olds V-8 replaced the latter engine in California). A total of 31,362 full-size Safaris were built, up more

than 50 percent over 1976. Pontiac also achieved near-record output of 911,050 cars, placing it fourth in
the industry.
The ’77 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser had quad
rectangular headlamps with matching amber
parking lamps below them and a four-section
horizontal-bar split grille shared with the Delta
88 series. The undivided taillights contained
integral backup lamps in the center. As in prior
years you could order the Cruiser with or
without woodgrain. For the inside story, the
elegant woodtone dash was rather simple,
consisting of a strip speedometer with shift
1977 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser
quadrant and fuel gauge below, and warning
lamps in a cluster to the right. You also got a folding center armrest up front, and a carpeted cargo floor out
back. A 350-cid V-8 rated at 170 horses was the standard engine, with a 185-horse Olds 403 (6.6-liter) V8 also available. Demand jumped from 22,316 to 32,827 units, doing its part in contributing to Lansing’s
overall production total of 1,135,803 cars for ’77, the first time in
history any brand other than Chevy and Ford
reached the seven-digit milestone.
Buick announced its all-new 1977 Estate
Wagon as “Buick luxury in an eminently
practical form.” The grille, which was shared
with the LeSabre series, consisted of eight
stacks of narrow rectangles and had “Buick”
embossed in the header on the driver’s side.
High-mounted headlamps were recessed into
scoop-like bezels above clear wraparound
parking
lamps.
Three
rectangular
“Ventiports”, a traditional Buick styling cue,
appeared on each front fender. At the rear,
taillamps were bisected by horizontal backup
lamps, which were aligned with an aluminum
panel containing Buick ID across the center of
1977 Buick Estate Wagon
the tailgate. The hood and tailgate were each
topped off with Tri-Shield ornaments. Woodgrain exterior applique was optional. The instrument panel
consisted of three round silver dials, two large ones containing the speedometer and fuel gauge and a smaller
one displaying the shift quadrant. A 155-horse 350-cid V-8 was standard, with the Olds 403 also up for
order (and required in higher elevations). Already plenty plush, you could make it even more so by ordering
the Limited trim package that included a grille borrowed from the Electra series (rectangular mesh with
three-by-four overlay), along with the woodgrain exterior trim, a fourth Ventiport, a stand-up hood
ornament, a 60/40 notchback front seat with folding armrest in your choice of cloth or vinyl, a custom tilt
steering wheel, power windows and locks (including the tailgate), remote exterior mirrors, a roof rack with
integral wind deflector, and many other niceties. In mid-year, you could order this special package with
cloth front seats and the other seats in vinyl. The year concluded with 845,234 cars from the Flint factory,
topping its 1973 record by more than 24,000 units. The Estate Wagon’s share of the total was 25,078, up
23 percent from the 20,374 recorded for ’76.
All the new downsized haulers came standard with Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, power steering and
brakes, steel-belted radial tires, lockable storage compartments in the cargo bay, “tailgate ajar” warning
light and a power tailgate window. A third seat, which now faced the rear instead of the front, was an option

for all. Other options included air conditioning, power door locks, power seats, power antenna, intermittent
wipers, cruise control, tilt steering wheel, remote mirrors for both driver and front passenger, and AM,
AM/FM and AM/FM stereo radios, some with an eight-track player or citizens-band capability.
After all the energy spent on this total clean-sheet product renovation, physical changes were expectedly
more subtle for the 1978 GM full-sizers. The New Chevrolet was proudly billed as “America’s Favorite
Car”. The Impala received a new grille consisting of four rows of six rectangles and more rectangles filling
the slot within the bumper, with Chevrolet ID in the second row from the top and the bowtie emblem moved
above the grille, while the Caprice Classic grille got a more open grid. Sales rose a little further to 126,685.
At Pontiac, the ’78 Catalina Safari’s grille now consisted of six stacks of rectangles to either side of the
arrowhead emblem, while that of the Grand Safari was now in ten vertical sections each with a fine mesh
background. Although still offering 350 V-8s, these were now sourced from Chevy, Olds and Buick rather
than Pontiac’s own. The 301 got a slight power hike to 140 horses, while a new 180-horse, 400-cid V-8
became available, replacing the Olds 403 except in California. A total of 26,666 full-size Safari wagons
were built in all.
The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser for 1978
gained a new mesh grille with three horizontal
sections in each half. The big news for the year
was the introduction of diesel power for
several Olds models including the Custom
Cruiser. This fuel-injected 350-cube, 120horse V-8—same displacement as the standard
gasoline motor—delivered excellent fuel
mileage in this luxury hauler, which naturally
made it quite popular with buyers. Cruisers
with this engine wore a hood ornament that
read “Diesel”. Still making upward strides,
34,491 of the ’78s hit the streets.
1978 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser
Buick celebrated its 75th anniversary in 1978. The standard Estate Wagon grille was similar to that of the
’77 but added one vertical divider and two horizontal ones, while that shown with the Limited trim was
now in a two-tier checkerboard pattern, again in common with the Electra. The Limited also brought a
modified front seat that was now split 55/45. A cassette player was now available with the AM/FM stereo
radio. Sales held just about steady at 25,064 units.
Ford began to follow GM’s lead in 1979, downsizing its full-size Fords and Mercurys, but GM’s biggest
cars did well to hold their own. The ’79 Chevrolet Impala grille now showed off a simpler pattern of wide
rectangles with a vertical divider holding the bowtie emblem. The Caprice grille became more elaborate,
with ten vertical sections each containing an eight-by-two pattern of tiny squares, and outboard headlamps
were now slightly farther recessed than the inboard lamps.
The standard 305 V-8 was detuned to 130 horses,
but demand for the New Chevrolet wagons remained high and still way ahead of Ford at 124,615 units.
At Pontiac, the 1979 Catalina Safari got another new grille, this one with four rows each filled with five
rectangles on each side. The Grand Safari, which had been based on the Bonneville as mentioned, was
officially renamed the Bonneville Safari. The ten-section grille was still in evidence, but was now filled
with inwardly angled horizontal elements. Tungsten-halogen headlamps appeared as an option in mid-year,
and production climbed to 30,278 units.

The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser received its own exclusive grille for 1979, now in four sections with a
crosshatch filling. The diesel V-8 gained five horses, now rated at 125, though the gas engines were scaled
back to 160 for the 350 V-8 and 175 for the 403. Sales continued to cruise higher, this time to 36,648,
second only to 1973 in the history of Lansing’s finest hauler.
The Buick Estate Wagon for ’79 got another
new grille, this one with three rows of fine
vertical elements delineated by horizontal
dividers. The Limited trim package gave you
the Electra’s three-by-six grille filled with
mesh but now came with front fenders in
common with other Estate Wagons (and the
LeSabre). Production eased to 21,312.
1979 Buick Estate Wagon
Sheetmetal revisions were made for all 1980
GM full-size cars to improve aerodynamics as
well as to further improve fuel economy and shave a little more weight off, about 120 pounds on average.
As a further measure, availability of the Olds diesel V-8, downgraded to 105 horses, was extended to all
full-size GM wagons, and automatic transmissions received a lock-up torque converter in mid-season, while
larger fuel tanks helped stretch cruising ranges farther. A compact spare tire was new for all. None of these
measures was enough to counter a second gas crisis that began in 1979, this one triggered by the Iranian
revolution, which dragged big car sales down again, and even these more efficient cars were not immune.
Production fell drastically across the board. All four major U.S. automakers suffered losses for the year,
GM for the first time since the Great Depression.
Still billed as “The New Chevrolet”, and proclaiming “We made it right for the ’80s”, the new models
received new grilles that now dipped slightly into the bumper, which now contained the parking lamps but
no longer carried an extension of the grille. The Impala grille consisted of eight sections containing a
rectangular mesh and a bowtie emblem in the center, while the Caprice Classic got a simpler eggcrate. The
standard powerplant was a new 267-cid (4.4-liter) V-8 of 120 horsepower, except in California; the 305
remained standard there but was now optional in all other states. Output tumbled to 41,274, less than onethird of their 1979 total, but significantly the Caprice outsold the Impala for the first time.
The 1980 Pontiac Bonneville and Catalina
Safaris now shared the same grille, with a
combination of bold and subtle vertical bars to
either side of the central divider and wider
slots in the larger new bumper, while parking
lamps embellished with the Pontiac arrowhead
emblem were now sandwiched between each
pair of headlamps, and front side markers now
appeared in three sections. Also, the
woodgrain on the Bonneville came in a new
plank-style motif, but buyers could now
substitute two-tone paint for it at no extra charge.
1980 Pontiac Bonneville Safari
The taillights retained their divided look but
lost their overlays. The Pontiac 301 V-8 was no longer available in California. An electronic signal-seeking
digital radio was a new option, as was a remote outside mirror. Production nosedived to 8,240 units.

The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser for 1980 received a new four-section grille with vertical bars and parking
lamps relocated to thebumper, once again in common with the Delta 88. Taillights now contained the Olds
rocket emblem and were more squarish in shape, and the newly separate backup lamps were set below
them. The standard powerplant was now a 307-cid (5.0-liter) V-8, with the 350-cid gas and diesel V-8s as
options, and halogen headlamps were newly available. Production wound up at 17,034 units.
Buick Estate Wagons for 1980 continued to
come two ways, but now as two distinct
models rather than one with an optional
upgrade. The lower-priced model was the
LeSabre Estate Wagon, whose grille was made
up of four rows of ten boxes each, plus narrow
extensions below each pair of headlamps each
containing five rectangles. The headlamps
were now individually framed, and a swath of
chrome lined each rocker panel. The Electra
Estate Wagon came with woodgrain, which
was optional for the LeSabre, and also had
1980 Buick Electra Estate Wagon
a waterfall grille divided into ten vertical
sections each containing fine vertical bars, a stand-up hood crest in common with other Electra models
perched above it, and headlamp pairs in a single bezel as on previous Estate Wagons. The Electra wore four
Ventiports on each fender, while the LeSabre had none. Both now packed the Pontiac 301 V-8 as standard
outside of California, with a 350 and, as previously mentioned, the Olds diesel, optional, and air
conditioning was standard on the Electra. Sales slumped to 9,318 units.
All 1981 GM cars except those with diesels were equipped with Computer Command Control to help better
meet emission standards (and was already installed on California cars in 1980), and a four-speed automatic
with overdrive was newly available for all full-size wagons in GM’s ongoing effort to promote better fuel
economy. The ’81 Chevy Impala got a new grille with three rows of large rectangles each filled with fine
horizontal bars and the bowtie in the middle, while the Caprice now wore a four-by-twelve eggcrate. The
optional cruise control added a “resume speed” feature, and production picked up somewhat to 47,339 units.
At Pontiac, the Catalina, whose presence had been gradually fading for some time, checked in for the last
time on the Chief’s roster in 1981, retiring a name that been in use at Pontiac since 1950 (and as a series
name since 1959). Along with the Bonneville, it got a much busier grille than in 1980, with thinner vertical
bars overlaying fine horizontal elements. More engine shuffles replaced the Pontiac 301 with the Olds 307,
now rated at 140 horses, with the Olds diesel the only alternative. Safari wagon sales recovered modestly
to 9,767 units.
The Olds Custom Cruiser got a new grille for 1981 consisting of two rows of eight bold rectangles in each
half, along with a new hood ornament. Aside from the deletion of the 350 V-8, there was little else new to
report other than the general corporate changes mentioned above, but sales got a decent lift, to 18,956 units.
The 1981 Buick LeSabre Estate Wagon now had air conditioning on all examples and was identified by a
new four-by-eight rectangular grille pattern, while its Electra companion lost the Ventiports but now had a
grille with six larger sections each containing a fine rectangular mesh, which would remain in use for the
rest of this design generation. So would the Olds 307 V-8, which replaced the Pontiac 301 as the new
standard engine. Sales rebounded a bit to 11,268 units.
The 1982 Chevrolet wagons were little changed on the outside, but the 305 V-8 could now be teamed with
the four-speed automatic. The Caprice now came only as a three-seat model, and this was the final year for
the Impala wagons, outsold by Caprice three to one. Production came to 42,284 units. Pontiac would still

have a Bonneville wagon for ’82, but the name was shifted to the A-body mid-size model (officially
Bonneville Model G, previously named the LeMans), as the division made a surprising decision to drop
full-size cars entirely in the U.S. Meanwhile, the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser got a new all-horizontal grille
for ’82, along with an integrated turn signal lever that now held controls for the wipers, headlamps and
cruise control, and sold 19,367 units, and the Buick LeSabre Estate Wagons now carried a three-by-four
pattern of wide rectangles with fine horizontal bars within each one. LeSabre and Electra Estates combined
for 15,331 sales.
As recently as 1972, Chevrolet had offered as many as seven full-size wagon models; now in 1983, it was
down to one, the Caprice Classic three-seater. But with the help of an improving economy and gas prices
stabilizing, that one was good enough to generate 53,028 sales on its own.
Hindsight, they say, is 20/20, and seeing its
error after watching the full-size car market
recover, Pontiac reinstated its full-sizers in
mid-1983, including the Safari wagon. As it
happened, GM of Canada had not followed
suit, continuing as usual to build its full-size
Pontiac line known as the Parisienne, and since
the Bonneville name had been transferred
elsewhere as previously noted, the Parisienne
name was thus also applied to the revived U.S.
model. The grille consisted of six vertical
openings on each side containing fine vertical
bars (which was also seen on the ’82 Canadian
1983 Pontiac Parisienne Safari
model), but the front end look as a whole
otherwise looked very close to that of the Chevy Caprice. Nonetheless, U.S. dealers and buyers alike were
no less relieved to see their return. A total of 3,027 Parisienne Safaris—all three-seat models—were built
for the balance of the model year, each one powered by the 305 V-8 with four-speed overdrive automatic,
or the Olds diesel. Meanwhile, the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser got another new grille, a large three-bythree grid with each rectangle filled with horizontal bars, and 25,243 were built, and the little-changed
Buick Estate Wagons also improved to 18,887 units.
The 1984 Caprice Classic now had the multipurpose turn signal stalk, and the cruise control
was modified so that it could be set within 1mph increments. Also, the standard 305 V-8
was now teamed with a four-speed automatic,
which remained optional with the Olds diesel.
The 65,688 units built for ’84 marked its
decade high. The Pontiac Parisienne Safari
received no major changes for ’84 other than
getting a full model year of production, which
amounted to 16,599 built. A new grille with
stacked horizontal dashes graced the front of
the ’84 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser, and
demand found its way back to late-Seventies
1984 Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser
levels at 34,061 units. Buick became an official
sponsor for the 1984 Olympic games, but dropped the LeSabre Estate Wagon; the remaining Electra Estate
sold 17,563 units.

The 1984 introduction of the first Chrysler minivans and their instant popularity began to take its toll as the
1985 models were rolled out. This was the last year the for Olds diesel, which, besides being terribly
underpowered had developed serious reliability problems and become a headache for owners and
mechanics alike (and had already been discontinued in California after 1983).
The Chevrolet Caprice wagon got all-season
tires, freshened interiors and a compression
tweak for the 305 V-8 that boosted horsepower
to 165. Production began declining to 55,886
units. Pontiac’s Parisienne Safari got a mildly
revised front bumper with added rubber strips
and central windsplit on the hood, and eked out
a slight sales gain to 17,638. The Olds Custom
Cruiser received a new grille with four
elongated stacked rectangles in each half and a
newly standard AM/FM radio, and saw 22,889
copies built. Buick, meanwhile, reinstated the
1985 Pontiac Parisienne Safari
LeSabre Estate Wagon for 1985 with a new grille
containing fine vertical bars intersected by two horizontal bars, while the headlamps were now paired into
one bezel as on the Electra Estate, which continued as before although Electra sedans and coupes were
downsized a second time and converted to front-wheel drive. A dealer-installed cellular telephone was a
new option for the Estate Wagons, of which 13,366 were built.
Chevrolet Caprice Classic wagons got their first significant facelift for 1986, receiving a new three-row
eggcrate grille and the crest moved to the face of the hood, no longer an ornament. Its sales total came to
45,183, while the Pontiac Parisienne Safari registered 14,464. Oldsmobile’s full-size 1986 Delta 88, on
which the Custom Cruiser wagon was based, was downsized again and converted to front wheel drive, but
the Cruiser continued on the same rear-drive platform. It received a new grille with six mesh-filled squares
on each side, and a total of 21,073 were built. Buick LeSabre sedans and coupes received the same
downsizing and FWD treatment, but here too both LeSabre and Electra Estate Wagons soldiered on as
before, and 18,126 were built. All 1986 full-size wagons now carried a brake light mounted on the upper
center of the tailgate as required by federal law, and the Pontiacs, Oldsmobiles and Buicks were now all
powered by the Olds 307 V-8.
The 1987 Chevrolet Caprice was left as the
only B-body station wagon that still had a
sedan companion. It now sported composite
headlamps and received a new base model and
self-sealing tires, while the Caprice emblem
was a hood ornament once again. It was now
unanimous, as the big bowtie joined the other
big GM wagons with the Olds 307 to replace
the long-running 305 as the new standard
powerplant, and 40,340 units were built.
Pontiac dropped the Bonneville Model G and
the Parisienne series for 1987, both replaced
by a once-again-full-size Bonneville that was
1987 Chevrolet Caprice Classic Wagon
now front-drive, so the big Pontiac wagon as we
knew it was now called just plain Safari. Air conditioning, four-speed automatic, Soft-Ray tinted glass,
carpeting for the passenger compartment and load floor and an AM/FM radio were all made standard, and
production came to 13,154 units. The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser got a new grille with many tiny square
openings and likewise got AC and Soft-Ray for all specimens, which this year numbered 17,742. The Buick

LeSabre and Electra Estate Wagons continued pretty much as before, with the latter getting a woodgrain
delete option, and 12,759 were built.
For 1988, the Chevrolet Caprice wagon dropped its base model after a single year, but the standard radio
was now an AM/FM stereo with clock. Tinted glass, automatic on/off headlamps and a remote mirror for
the driver also joined the standard equipment list, and 30,645 units were recorded, as the Pontiac Safari
sold 6,397 copies. The Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser was, by mid-year, when the Cutlass Supreme switched
to front-wheel drive, the last surviving rear-drive Olds model, finding 11,114 customers. Ditto the Estate
Wagons at Buick, with the Regal making the same conversion, and the 9,624 that were made all had
AM/FM stereo, reclining passenger seat and six-way power driver’s seat among other new standard
goodies. All GM full-size wagons now had chrome trim added around the cargo area windows and
electronic spark control as yet another fuel economy measure.
The 1989 Chevrolet Caprice gained standard air conditioning and 23,789 units were built. The big Pontiac
Safari was in its swan song year, closing out its run with 5,146 sales, while the Oldsmobile Custom Cruiser
reached 8,929 buyers. The Buick Electra Estate Wagon could now be ordered with leather upholstery, and
along with its LeSabre companion combined for 7,431 sales. All big GM wagons were given three-point
rear shoulder belts as standard equipment.
Nineteen ninety was the fourteenth year for the remaining 1977-vintage full-size GM wagons. Doormounted front seat belts were newly installed, their purpose being to allow the belts to remain fastened as
occupants entered or exited the vehicle. The Chevrolet Caprice gained throttle-body fuel injection; it
finished out this generation at 12,305 units, the Olds Custom Cruiser at 3,890. The Buick Estate Wagon
was now simply that, no longer wearing either a LeSabre or Electra label, although all now wore the former
Electra’s grille and a new Tri-Shield hood ornament. It added intermittent wipers, tilt steering wheel and
tungsten-halogen headlamps as standard equipment, and 7,838 were built. Notably, this was also the final
year for the Olds 307 V-8, making these the last GM wagons ever to run with Olds-built V-8 engines.
Thus completed a long successful run for these more fuel-efficient, space-efficient haulers. They set a new
standard for what big cars should be, and although demand diminished during the later years, their longevity
on the market was proof positive of the integrity of the design. Their replacements for 1991 were bigger
and heavier, although not as big and heavy as those built before 1977. But with the market trend turning
increasingly toward minivans and SUVs, the kind of success their ancestors enjoyed was not to follow.
Ford had already read the writing on the wall, discontinuing the Ford LTD Crown Victoria/Country Squire
and Mercury Colony Park wagons after 1991. Oldsmobile dropped the Custom Cruiser after 1992, and the
Chevy Caprice and Buick Roadmaster Estate Wagons put in their final appearance for 1996, opening up
more production capacity for the factory to give the people more of the SUVs they now craved, and marking
the last links to a decades-long family tradition.

1990 Buick Estate Wagon

Club Store

2019 Buffalo t-shirts
XXL sand, 3 available, $10.00 each and $5.00 shipping.
2018 Dayton t-shirts
XXL lavender, 2 available, XL white, 1 available, L blue and L grey, 1 each available. $10.00 each and
$5.00 shipping.
2017 Pocono t-shirts
XL tan, 1 available, L green, 1 available. $10.00 each and $5.00 shipping.
Club logo pocket t-shirt
L tan, 1 available, $15 each and $5.00 shipping.
Club logo no pocket t-shirt
Any size $15 each and $5.00 shipping.
XXL tan, 1 available. XL tan, 1 available. L tan, 4 available.
M tan, 2 available.
Club golf shirts
XL tan, 3 available, $20 each and $5.00 shipping.
ISWC window stickers
$2.50 each includes shipping. (unlimited quantity)

Activities

June 22 to 26, 2021

June 21 to 25, 2022
June 18 to 24, 2023

ISWC 2021 Convention and Show, Shenandoah Valley, VA
Stonewall Jackson Hotel, Staunton, VA. Hope to see you there.
Mark this date!
ISWC 2022 Convention and Show, Akron, OH area.
ISWC Convention and Show Danbury, CT (?)

Want Ads

For sale: I recently acquired a number of 1968 Ford Country Squire parts. Fenders, driver door, inner
fenders, windshield and numerous small parts. I still have lots of parts for 72 Ford Country Squire, Vega
parts, 84 Squire and 87 Colony Park glass. Chuck Snyder 724-586-7187 or cesmurf10@gmail.com

FOR SALE: 1967 Pontiac Executive
Safari wagon. Semi modified. 400 low
compression 2 bbl regular gas detailed
engine with 105,000 miles. Rebuilt TH
350 automatic. Has a dual exhaust. New
power disc brakes and steering. Has new
suspension including custom made springs
to increase the height.

Interior is in very good condition with a
new carpet, a Grant wood wheel, padded
dash, and a power seat. Has a gauge
package and a tilt wheel. Has an AM/FM
radio and CD player. Cargo area has new
vinyl flooring. Roof rack added.

New paint on lower half (champagne and
blue/green).Chrome mag wheels with
excellent tires. Bumpers have been rechromed. Power tailgate window has a
new motor.

Asking $12500. For further information,
contact Rick at 401-934-0663 or
frdigi@cox.net.

Going through my collection of oil company maps I ran across a Sinclair map dated 1956. So many of the
maps have tech tips and safety tips. I was amazed to read the list of safety tips from 1956. Every tip still
applies today.

Safety Tips For Better Trips








Pull off the road for emergency stops
Obey traffic regulations and speed laws
Use special care in school zones and play areas
Wait till the road is clear to pass
Always signal turns and stops
Don’t mix driving and drinking
Have car checked regularly

Drive with Care – Use Sinclair

Parting Shot

